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constitute a little more than half of the population.

The content and form of voting shall determine whether women will

be included or excluded from political participation. Unless the
constitution entrenches full participation that would allow for
electoral laws that can maximize women's participation, pose
apartheid South Africa may not have much meaning for women.
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_ 4 The Bill of Rights and affimative action must not pay 111;) service to
the equlity and special dispensation vis—a—vis women. Effectively,

4.8

anti—sexism (like anti—racism) must be entrenched in the constitution

any law or practice (administrative or otherwise) that discso that
riminates on the grounds of gender can be declared unconstititional.

Here again paragraphs (I), (j), (k) and (r) are specifically

. to

pay attention to the gender issue.

4.9

We welcome the protection/entrenchment of workers rights within a
\ charter. Such a charter should be guided by the differential
} historical conditions and experiences of the genders. Elbe charter

therefore should take into consideration the specific disabilities or
women workers such as sexual harassment etc.
Protection of both genders against all work harmful to their reprocapability and capacity and health must be entrenched.
ductive
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remuneration
Equality in training, access to work and equality in
addressed
be
should
these
for similar work perfomed mechanisms for
by the charter.
Women's right to choice of work, right to paid work and free choice of
employment must be guaranteed and not be hampered by such things

as "what does your husband say of it."
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The protection of the famin is absolutely necessary. However the nature
of that family is usually much more problematic than it has been
assumed. Family and kin relations are not as harmonious and conflict

free as may have been earlier. The rapid increase in the divorce

rate, and in family violence is indicative of this. Guaranteeing of

protection to the family should extend protection to all members
especially to women.

Protection of family must therefore not be to the exclusion of
constitutionally guaranteed human rights of members. The right to
privacy of the family should not be allowed to be the "theatre for the
secret oppression of women and girls".
4.12

Some examples of relatively egalitarian protection of the family
are seen in Article 58 (1) - (4) of the G.D.R constitution.+

The

family unit must be conceptualized for purposes of the constitution as
a component of efforts to build and reproduce a. nation that upholds
non—racialism 2nd non-scxism. Therefore the constitution should
allow for channels to be established that would guarantee that
"the much vauntec} 'privacy' of the family, does not retain the
clandestine quality of subverting the serious and critical efforts
at founding a truly non—seziet non-racial and united democratic

South Africa."
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